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1. Summary of the event
On June 22, 2016, Professor Michael Thomas, University of Central Lancashire, UK, organized
the symposium “THE FUTURE OF LEARNING: CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON HIGHER
EDUCATION IN THE DIGITAL AGE”. Four renowned scholars in the area of Computer Assisted
Language Learning were invited to the symposium, among which Katerina Zourou. Katerina
gave a talk with the title “User Perspectives on Open, Social Network-based (language)
Learning and Teaching”.
This presentation critically addresses findings from two recent (2016) studies which highlight
user perceptions and practices on (language) learning and teaching afforded by social
networks. In this talk, gaming features (ranking, reputation and recommendation systems,
such as stars, credits, badges, etc.) belong to the definition of social networks and are
considered as two sides of the same coin, seeing as though social networking and gaming
dynamics are inextricably linked.
In the first study, experts on Open Educational Resources (OER) discuss issues of identity,
self-disclosure and visibility of professional practices among teachers engaged in OER
creation in an open, social networked platform (Zourou, accepted). The second study uses
mixed methods research to explore the language learning practices of users (n = 1528) in
Busuu, a Social Networking Site for Language Learning (SNSLL), by focusing on the
relationship between social networking/gaming and learning in this environment (Zourou,
Potolia, & Zourou, accepted).
Based on a sociocultural perspective of learning, according to which social network-based
learning cannot be separated from its particular social, cultural and historical context, I
adopt a critical approach by questioning the role of social networks, whether they go almost
unnoticed (Bax, 2003: 24) and how they affect learning and teaching experiences (Thomas,
2012).
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This talk was an opportunity to share results from the WP6 of LangOER, namely the survey
with
OER
experts,
whose
video
interviews
are
showcased
here
http://langoer.eun.org/videos/ .
The University of Central Lancashire offered travel, and subsistence costs were covered from
the LangOER budget.

2. Target audience and impact
University students, young and senior researchers and HE staff composed the audience of
the symposium.

3. Outcomes
The presentation was an opportunity to give an overview of the current results and status of
the LangOER project with the main focus on the WP6 study on OER challenges for learning
and teaching languages. Ιn relation to the target public (young and senior researchers and
scholars), it was possible to connect LangOER research with scientific outcomes, among
which the two publications resulting from WP6, namely :
•
•

Zourou, K. 2016, in press. Identity and engagement in networked Open Educational
Practice. In Develotte, C., et al. (Ed.) Identity construction in social media. Alsic
journal, URL : http://alsic.revues.org/
Zourou, K. 2016. « Social networking affordances for open educational language
practice », Alsic, Vol. 19 | 2016, URL : http://alsic.revues.org/2903

From engaging in this event, we have expanded our views on OER and on pedagogical
affordances in teaching and learning. In addition, we have established contact with the
scholar community working in the area of open, computer-supported language learning and
teaching.
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4. Other material
a. Pictures of the talk
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b. Programme of the symposium
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User perspectives on open, social networkbased (language) learning and teaching
Katerina Zourou, Web2Learn, Greece
Future of Learning symposium, University of Central Lancashire,
June 22, 2016
This project was financed with the support of the European Commission. This publication is the sole
responsibility of the author and the Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of
the information contained therein.

Scope

To contribute to an understanding of learning
in the open, across contexts, and facilitated by
digital technologies including social networks
=>Agency, co-regulation, self-directedness
(“digital wilds”, Thorne 2012 & 2016; Reinders & Whyte, 2016;
Chik, 2014; Sockett, 2015)
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Study No 1
Social networking affordances for
open educational language practice.
Zourou, K. (2016, in press). Alsic journal.
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About the LangOER project
Enhancing teaching and learning of less used languages through
Open Educational Resources (OER) and Practice (OEP)
Objectives:
• Raise awareness of risk of exclusion of less used languages
• Foster sustainability through OER reuse
• Address needs of policy makers and educators

http://langoer.eun.org/
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Social networks and their role in Open Educational
Language Practice

Rationale
• Limitations to OER: low user engagement; few studies on open
educational practice (OEP): re-use, repurposing, etc.
• Social networks: opportunities for user engagement, participatory
learning and social interaction
Questions:
• What is the perceived role of social networks in respect to open practice?
• How can social networks enhance OEP in a language learning/teaching
context?
Open-ended survey with 18 OER & CALL experts, analysed from a CA
perspective
Conole’s work @ OPAL and OLNET projects and 2013 book; Ehlers, 2011;
Beetham et al, 2012)
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Open ended survey:
(among other topics):
–affordances of OER for language
interaction and
–role of social networking in OEP in
a language learning context
Video interviews:
http://langoer.eun.org/videos
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Results- positive viewpoints

“I see OER serving as triggers for greater interaction in multiple
learning communities: teacher communities and student
communities. In other words, social networks (…) are the places
where learning takes place. Students and teachers must show each
other how to scaffold interaction with flexible OER”
=> More egalitarian approaches to knowledge building and sharing
are possible

7

Results- positive viewpoints

Networking capacity:
[What is required is to] “Shift the focus to developing digital open
educational practices and the uptake of authentic resources that have been
openly licensed, to enable language teachers and learners to become OER
creators and remixers”.
•“Whether they are students or teachers, users need to create a community
of practice to show each other how to adapt and use OER. Since OER are all
about learning by doing, it only makes sense that there be a social network
where OER users can talk to each other about their OER practices”.
 Involvement of a range of actors (teachers and learners); engagement in
OEP (OER re-use & adaptation); active learning (socio-constructive
foundation).
8
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Results-the two sides of social networks

• “[S]ocial networks can probably help with motivation, keeping
people on task and on track, and highlighting resources and
learning opportunities. They can also be a huge distraction.
Some learners want to keep their social selves and student
selves separate; this is barely possible nowadays, but a brake
for some learners and teachers”
 “the self-representation is mobilized by the tensions between
(…) the idea of broadcasting and sharing as part of digital
identity” (Alevizou, Conole, Culver, & Galley, 2010).

9

Results-the two sides of social networks (2)

•it is very important [to] build a community around the
resources. I know [two well-known repositories of OER for
language learning] but both have technical limitations and
barriers: [a user] has to create an account, no social sharing, no
community feel, still rather dominated by institutional presence”
=> Community engagement is a must (both as a social construct
and as a bottom-up initiative) Setting up the SN is not enough to
generate practices.

10
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Results- negative viewpoints

Regarding the act of making OER available in the public sphere:
•“I am not in favour of this, as I think there is too much potential for users to
become disengaged. Many colleagues still feel an enormous amount of
pressure or sensitivity in relation to critique of their teaching or teaching
materials - anyone who is truly invested in their teaching cannot help but be
emotionally invested. (…) The two concerns I think people have about
sharing educational resources are 1) fear of criticism and 2) fear of not
being acknowledged
=> cf. Goffman’s concept of “facework” in open, social networked practices
=> Impact on professional identities and working and sharing cultures/
visibility of one’s practice through social networks and academic identity
((Selwyn, 1999; Alevizou, 2010; Perryman & Coughlan, 2013; Hughes &
McKenna 2012).
11

Synthesis

(Limitation of the study: evidence= expert views).
Paradigm shift towards open, participatory cultures of learning? Little evidence
despite expert
Co-construction practices of open content?
aspirations
Creation and maintenance of CoP?
Social network affordances (visibility, reputation, networking) exploited only
sporadically in the design of OER repositories
Clash of digital identities/slow changes in organisational cultures
(Colpaert, 2014; Thomas, 2012; Okada, 2014; Perryman & al., 2015; Torresin &
Zourou, 2015).
OER projects emphasising networking: OpenStax, Clascement, OEPS
12
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Study No 2

Informal Social Networking Sites for
Language Learning: insights into autonomy
stances
Zourou, K., Potolia, A., Zourou F. (accepted). CALICO journal.

13

Overview
An SNSLL: Busuu
Learning materials and interaction tools embedded on
the social networking and gaming platform (a user
profile and network, awards, reputation and
recommendation systems, etc.)
Does social activity, afforded by social networking and
gaming features, affect learning autonomy, individual
and social?

Harrison & Thomas, 2012; Gruba & Clark, 2013; Liu & al., 2015; Potolia & Zourou, 2013; Stevenson & Liu,
2010; Alvarez Valencia, 2016, Loiseau & al. 2011 and 2012; Zourou & Lamy, 2013
14
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Social networking and gaming affordances
Survey items

Conceptual categories
Busuu facilities and their
value for learning

Recognition of my
Gamification efforts (through Busuu
berries, badges, etc.)
« Publicy articulated Public display of my
social networking » profile and other users’
profiles
Gamification The Challenges
Knowing that my
Peer learning &
exercises will be
correction
corrected

Essential

Somewhat
useful

Not useful

32.6%

37.2%

30.2%

32.6%

41.9%

25.6%

32.6%

30.2%

37.2%

72.1%

25.6%

2.3%
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Exercises

Patterns of user activity

Corrections

N

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Group A

179

26.54

38.65

46.03

84.72

Group B

270

35.69

48.93

79.32

169.96

Group C

247

47.54

64.94

273.96

520.69

Total

696

37.54

53.57

139.83

345.06

Group A: 16-26 yrs; B: 30-49 yrs; French
Group C: 50+
Group A

230

28.33

47.08

39.10

72.38

Group B

278

31.64

44.01

82.05

285.92

Group C

324

57.84

81.82

232.97

476.30

Total

832

40.93

63.58

128.95

352.22

Total

1528

39.38

59.24

133.91

348.91

N=1528 learners with 200+
berries. L1: EN or FR.
• No of exercises: indicator of
individual autonomy stance
• No of corrections: indicator of
social autonomy stance

For all age groups,
corrections outperform
exercises and this happens
independently of users’ L1.

English
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Cluster analysis results
2500

2000

Cluster Means

1500

Cluster 1

1000
500

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3
1342

Cluster 2

users

32

154

Cluster 3

Exercises

127,5

117,3831 28,33159

Corrections 2114,313 504,2792 44,18182

0
Exercises

Corrections
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Responses to open-ended questions
• If you want to be corrected yourself, you must correct other seriously.
• I often do corrections because I’ve noticed that some correctors make
mistakes. I don’t like it if foreigners learning our language are learning
incorrect phrases.
• I like to correct others, it helps me to concentrate and to consider
possible ways of teaching my native language.
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Points for discussion
• In an informal SNSLL learners demonstrate being accountable to peers
being useful and even enjoying this pursuit: => Do we continue to neglect
the potential of informal, network based and user-regulated contexts?
• Corrections were facilitated by SN but not subject to any organizational or
institutional requirement: lesson for the development of agency and
autonomy in “digital wilds”
• Do formal learning environments somehow fail to enhance autonomy
development in a natural, learner driven, self initiated way?

“Multilayered cultures of learners”, Dooly, 2015; Thorne, Sauro and Smith, 2015; Reinders & White, 2016

Conclusions?
Any lessons from crowdsourced communities on
agency, co-regulation and self-directedness?
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A user profile on Stack Exchange
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About the LangOER project
Enhancing teaching and learning of less used languages through
Open Educational Resources (OER) and Practice (OEP)
Objectives:
• Raise awareness of risk of exclusion of less used languages
• Foster sustainability through OER reuse
• Address needs of policy makers and educators

http://langoer.eun.org/
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Thank you!
Staying in touch
http://langoer.eun.org/
#langOER
LangOER
OER and languages
OER and languages
LangOER Teachers
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